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Hailing from Atlanta, Georgia, BAST is a powerhouse rock trio 
who has already proven they are a force to be reckoned with. 
Fronted by the award-winning, formidable, and fiercely seductive 
Vanessa Izabella, the group has already garnered attention in 
publications such as Guitar Girl Magazine, RUST Magazine, 
VENTS Magazine and Coastal Beats Media. Vanessa’s soaring 
vocals and muscular, exceptional guitar skills have garnered her 
a win in a win in Gibson’s SG Gal Contest and a reputation as one of the 
most incendiary and gifted female guitar players on the scene 
today.
 
Together with her equally mighty band mates Hugh Ellis 
(bass/vocals) and Ameenah Kaplan (drums) BAST has been 
lauded for their exceptional live performances at such 
prestigious venues as The Hard Rock Cafe Atlanta, Smith’s 
Olde Bar, and The Nick in Birmingham, Alabama. With their 
rare blend of punchy and direct improvisation coupled with hook 
driven songs, BAST captivates their audiences with dynamic 
stage stage chemistry, innovative guitar work and a syncopated and 
soulful rhythm section. As powerful and intriguing as the 
Egyptian goddess they were named for, BAST is a mesmerizing 
band that will have audiences spellbound.

BAST has their new breakthrough single titled 'Elephant'  
now in regular rotation on Atlanta's major radio station 
'Cumulus' , 99x (98.9).  The band recently capped off the 
last 6 months of steady touring with a performance at 
SXSW in Austin TX. Their debut cd by the same name 
will be released soon.  

The dynamic rock band, BAST, is 
a force to be reckoned with...

BAST attracts audiences by 
creating mastery tracks laced 
with strong band chemistry...

99X is 98.9FM in Atlanta, streaming at 99X.com and through the 99X app! 
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